ANNOTATIONS OF ARTICLES ON ENGLISH LANGUAGE

PHILOLOGY

P. 7. Achpasheva N.M. ABOUT THE POSSIBILITY OF THE BELLES-LETTRES TRANSLATION'S PRESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS. The theme of the article is conditioned by methodological problems of translation's science, which become apparent during the handling of the belles-lettres translation and hamper the objectiveness of its appraisal. In this connection, proceeding from the belonging of the foreign literature in translation to the sphere of verbal art, the author considers the practical meaning of the use of literary criticism's historical-comparative analytical principles in the research of the belles-lettres translation.

P. 10. Zorina Yu.V. STRUCTURAL PECULIARITIES OF ENGLISH TERMINOLOGY OF PUBLIC AND OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY. The article describes the most effective ways of term formation in english terminology of public and occupational safety.

P. 12. Zyryanova O.N. THE BODY AS A FUNCTION OF THE ABSURD NARRATIVE IN «THE OLD WOMAN» BY D. KHARMS. The article deals with the the interpretation of D. Kharm's story «The Old Woman» through the absurdity poetics which creates «the sum of practically independent monotopics». We can find out and describe some of such microtopics: the real topic (the storyteller and the old woman), the symbolic topic embodying the metaphor of a human soul immortality, and the self-referential micro-topic about «The Old Woman» creation story.

P. 16. Nikitina M.Y. CATEGORY OF LIMIT / UNLIMIT OF VERBAL ACTIVITY AND THE FRENCH SYSTEM OF ASPECT AND TENSE (ON THE MATERIAL OF VERBS OF MOVEMENT). The universal category of limit / unlimit of verbal activity and the classification of french verbs of movement are regarded in this article. The limit is supposed as a critical point associated with qualitative change in the proceed action. The limit / unlimit character of the verb is influenced by the morphological elements of aspect and tense.

PHILOSOPHY, SOCIAL AND POLITICAL SCIENCES

P. 20. Andreeva P.V. MORAL BASES OF A SCIENCE IN HISTORICAL PROSPECT. One considers dynamics of moral bases of scientific cognition in western culture. It is shown, that change of ideals of scientific character are connected to reconsideration of the moral bases of scientific activity according to features of each historical epoch.

P. 23. Garbuzov D.V. ANTHROPOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF TRANSCENDENTAL SUBJECTIVISM OF THE PSYCHOANALYTIC TEMPOROLOGY OF J. LACAN. The article is about the analysis of the temporological conception of well-known French philosopher and psychoanalyst J. Lacan. Lacan works out the criticism of the subject of psychic phenomenons from the position of transcendentalism and intersubjectivism. For this he considers the man's being in the complex context of its inclusion into relations between the real, symbolic, and imaginable. In the author's opinion of the article, such approach allowed Lacan to overcome the limitation of the subjective understanding of the time and to come nearer to the working out of the whole anthropological conception of temporology.


P. 30. Morosova N.I. ANALYSIS OF CRIMINOLOGICAL SITUATION CONCERNED THE ILLEGAL SPREADING OF NARCOTIC. In the article the data analysis of criminal statistics in the Kemerovskaya oblast is presented. It lets describe the situation connected with the illegal circulation of drugs as threatening.

P. 35. Savin A.E. ABOUT CONCEPT OF TRANSCENDENTAL PHILOSOPHY AT HUSSERL AND KANT. In this article concept of transcendental philosophy is considered. Sources of its attractiveness for the modern thought are revealed. Basic interpretations of transcendentalism are picked out. Similarity and difference between Kant’s and Husserl’s versions of transcendental philosophy is demonstrated. Foundations of Husserl’s criticism of Kant’s philosophy are investigated.

P. 39. Smirnov S.A. THE WORLDVIEW INTERDEPENDENCE OF THE SCIENTIFIC AND RELIGIOUS COGNITION. Historically the cognition developed in a way that the science and the religion appeared spitted up due to their own peculiarities, specific features of the studied objects, and the distinctness of the reflection style. Therewith the humans always were always eager to obtain the whole and single worldview. At present not only the necessity became particularly sharp, but the possibility appeared of the significant rapprochement between the religion and science. Completing one another the science and the religion make real the understanding of the interconnection and interdependence of all.

CULTUROLOGY

P. 44. Dashieva L.D. SEMANTIC OF THE BURYAT CIRCULAR DANCE «YOKHOR». The paper deals with the semantic of the Buryat circular dance «yokhor», connected with the cultural traditions, mythological and religious ideas of Buryat. In the article we draw the parallels with the analogous genres of the traditional culture of other Siberian peoples.
P. 47. Mitina S.I. THE MAIN REASONS OF CREATING PHILOSOPHICAL AUTOBIOGRAPHY. The history of culture contains many great samples of texts of scientists which they wrote about themselves. These works help us understand the philosophical conception of author. This article investigates the basic aims of creating the most informative mental and theoretical sources for cultural and philosophical autobiography.

P. 50. Sharafadina K.I. DISKURS «FLORAL ADVERB» IN CULTURAL-HOME PRACTICAL PERSON AND POETRIES OF THE EPOCH OF THE QUEEN TO VICTORIA. In article is presented detailed benchmark analysis to french version etiquette floral allowance with first englshes management (Phillips Henry. Floral Emblems. London, 1825; Shoberl Frederic. The language of flowers. London, 1834). The author comes to conclusion that english version floral language reflect the cultural consciousness of the epoch of the queen to Victoria with his hypocrisy. Original interpretation possibilities of the floral language in english of the poetries of this time is presented in example on the analysis sonnets E.B. Braunig.

HISTORY

P. 54. Ablazhey N.N. «ROVS OPERATIONS» OF NKVD IN WESTERN SIBERIA IN 1937–1938. The paper is devoted to the «ROVS Operation» of NKVD in 1937–1938. The scales of «ROVS» and «Kulaks» operations in Siberia are compared, common features and peculiarities of both operations are analysed on the basis of the NKVD statistics.

P. 58. Bobrova V.S. SIBERIA AS AN EVACUATION CENTRE OF ARCHIVAL DOCUMENTS DURING THE GREAT PATRIOTIC WAR (1941–1945). Measures in a field of evacuation of archival documents and organization of work of evacuated archives in Siberia during the Great Patriotic War are analyzed in the article. It is also about data of volume and character of archival documents evacuated in Siberia from frontier areas and occupied European and Far-Eastern country areas, and also central state and departmental archives of the USSR. The article is written on the basis of sources gathered together by the author in central and Siberian archives of Russia.

P. 66. Voskresenskaya M.A. THE FORMING OF THE RUSSIAN CULTURE ÉLITE OF THE LATE XIX AND THE EARLY XX CENTURIES AS A FACTOR OF THE WORLD-OUTLOOK SPLIT OF THE INTELLIGENTSIA. The article investigates the causes for social stratification of the Russian intelligentsia in late XIX and the early XX centuries. The author draws a conclusion that the split was caused by not only political discrepancies but difference of opinion of world-outlook problems. The specific Russian culture élite’s philosophy had considerable distinctions from the revolutionary intelligentsia’s view of the universe.

P. 70. Dashinimova M.Yu. FROM THE HISTORY OF ACTIVITY OF COMMISSIONS ON STUDY OF OCTOBER REVOLUTION AND RUSSIAN COMMUNIST PARTY IN SIBERIA. The article is devoted to problem of activity of commissions on study of October revolution and Russian communist party in Siberia. Its were created to investigate and publish the materials on history October revolution and Russian communist party of bolsheviks. In 1920-s this commissions were only centers of development of history science and significant role in creating historiography of October revolution and civilian war in Siberia.

P. 72. Degtyarev A.V. THE ROLE OF THE NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL IN THE DIPLOMATIC PREPARATION OF R.M. NIXON’S VISIT IN PRC IN FEBRUARY 1972. The role of the American diplomacy in process of preparation of the USA President R.M. Nixon’s visit to People’s Republic of China is examined at the article. Activities of the assistant to the President for National Security Affairs H.A. Kissinger in searching of opportunity for summit arrangement and developing of Sino-American relations through purpose of R.M. Nixon of normalization of the relations between the USA and PRC during 1969–1972 are analyzed.

P. 79. Drobcchenko V.A. INTERPARTY AND SOCIAL-CLASS RELATIONS IN TOMSK PROVINCE IN MARCH, 1917 – MAY, 1918. The article gives the character of social life in Tomsk province. The process of reforming of authority structures and creating of self-government bodies, councils, political Party departments and social organizations is presented in dynamics. Forms and methods of their interaction have been researched. The reasons in change of political sympathies and motivations of main group of population during March, 1917 – May, 1918 have been revealed and analysed.

P. 86. Nam I.V. THE POLISH ARMY CO-OPTIONS AND THE TEMPORARY SIBERIAN GOVERNMENT (JUNE – NOVEMBER, 1918). The article is about the question of forming Polish army co-operations in Siberia and in the Far East in the time of Civil War. Besides the article is devoted to The Temporary Siberian Government’s in Omsk and their allies’ attitude to them.

P. 90. Nikulin P.F. HIRED LABOUR IN THE PEASANT HOUSEHOLD IN A WESTERN SIBERIA AT THE BEGINNING OF XX century. The following article represents an attempt of a system estimation of hired labour in a Western Siberia the peasant household at the beginning of XX century. The article based on the household materials of the 1916 All-Russia agricultural census, the Siberian statistics and a contemporary mathematical and statistical technique.

P. 95. Putrik Y.S. TOURISM AS THE FACTOR OF PRESERVATION OF A HERITAGE: HISTORICAL EXPERIENCE AND TRADITIONS. Cultural tourism takes today leading positions in the world. The Russian Federation, possessing enormous historical and cultural and natural tourist potential uses it no more than on 20%. Thus tourism frequently noncontrollable tourism harms to objects of a heritage. Evolution of forms and methods of tourist use of a heritage in the world and in the Russian Federation regarding perfection of legislative bases of tourist activity, improvement of management in the establishments of culture connected to tourist use of a heritage, experience conservation archeologic monuments, arrangement of objects of a heritage is shown in view of requirements of tourism, and other measures promoting preservation and reproduction of a heritage by means of tourism.
The aim of this article is to learn the energy sector of Tomsk region as the field of innovative progress. In this article, the author presents a comprehensive study of the energy sector, highlighting its importance and potential for innovation.

The author begins by stating that the focus of the article is to understand the energy sector of Tomsk region, emphasizing its role in fostering innovation. This is done through an in-depth analysis of the sector's current state and future prospects.

The study is based on a comparative analysis of common condition systems which regulate procedural order of preliminary investigation and investigation in court. This approach allows for a systematic examination of the sector's dynamics and the impact of innovative practices.

The analysis of creative personalities conducted in the study indicates the importance of considering creative individuals in the sector. The study reveals that a creative personality is the personality that discovers something new, unexplored, and unknown, and makes influence on a wide social-cultural context. Resulting from this study it was found out that a creative personality is characterized by a positive childhood experience, transcommunicational attitude to the world. A creative personality is a source of wisdom and inspiration for other.

In conclusion, the study highlights the potential for innovation in the energy sector of Tomsk region, advocating for a more creative and innovative approach to its development.
gies enables achieving about 1.5–2.0 tons of hard forage per 1 hectare.

In the efficient use of soil and climate resources. Corns are among the most profitable crops. The observance of cultivating technolo-

In continuous permafrost zone are increased, but areas of lakes in discontinuous permafrost, on the contrary, are decreased.

THERMOKARST LAKES SQUARE DYNAMICS OF WEST SIBERIAN CONTINUOUS AND DISCONTINUOUS PERMAFROST UNDER IMPACT OF GLOBAL WARMING. The issues of space sounding data application to problems of monitoring of Western Siberian permafrost in a context of climatic changes are considered. Thermocarst lakes are used as sensitive geocryological indicator of the permafrost landscapes dynamics. The gathered collection of sat-

P. 167. Lyashcheva L.V., Victorova I.A. THE GROWTH, EVOLUTION AND YIELD OF CARROT DEPENDING ON THE WETTING OF SEEDS BY SOLUTIONS OF GROWTH REGULATORS AND TRACE ELEMENTS. We have investigated the influence of growth regulators and trace elements on sowing features of carrot seeds, the morphological and biological characteristics, the duration of phenological stages, chemistry. It was established that preparations «Rostok» and «Emistin» are increasing the germina-

P. 168. Doroshenko A.M., Kogan R.M. ANALYSIS OF FIRES OF VEGETATION SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION IN THE JEWISH AUTONOMOUS REGION. The spatial distribution of vegetation fires in the foresters of the Jewish Autonomous Region is exam-

P. 165. Chirkina R.V. RESEARCH DYNAMICS OF INSTALLATIONS OF THE PERSON SUDIMYH MINORS. In clause the model of research of dynamics of installations of minor’s delinkvents is presented. The basic accent in the description of results of re-

P. 164. Smirnova I.V. DEVELOPMENT OF THE ECOLOGICAL NETWORK OF KHAKASSIA REPUBLIC ON THE EXAMPLE OF THE SHIRA AREA. Khakassia is situated in the south of the Middle Siberia, in the center of the Altai-Sayan moun-

P. 163. Gusev A.A. THE FUSION OF GROWTH REGULATORS AND TRACE ELEMENTS WITH THE INTENDED OBJECTS AND THEIR USE IN AGROTECHNOLOGY. The processes of absorption and retention of the growth regulators and trace elements by the intended objects have been investigated. The dependence of yield and the quality of the intended object on the usage of the growth regulators and trace ele-

P. 162. Falkovich J.V. PROPAADEUTIC COURSE IN MASTERING OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES: HISTORICAL-DIDACTICAL ASPECT. In the article propaedeutic course in mastering of foreign languages in historical-didactical aspect is consid-


PINUS SIBIRICA DU TOUR. IN RIVER BASIN INGODA. Structure Pinus sibirica Du Tour. – a pine cedar Siberian (a cedar Siberian) in river basin In-

P. 160. Doroshenko A.M., Kogan R.M. ANALYSIS OF FIRES OF VEGETATION SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION IN THE JEWISH AUTONOMOUS REGION. The spatial distribution of vegetation fires in the foresters of the Jewish Autonomous Region is exam-

P. 159. Spirkina T.S. THE STUDY OF DYNAMICS OF INTERNET-ADDICTION. This article introduces a research, aimed to study of forming of addiction to Internet, as well as presented and described the dynamics of Internet-addiction.

P. 158. Gusev A.A. THE FUSION OF GROWTH REGULATORS AND TRACE ELEMENTS WITH THE INTENDED OBJECTS AND THEIR USE IN AGROTECHNOLOGY. The processes of absorption and retention of the growth regulators and trace elements by the intended objects have been investigated. The dependence of yield and the quality of the intended object on the usage of the growth regulators and trace ele-

P. 157. Lyashcheva L.V., Victorova I.A. THE GROWTH, EVOLUTION AND YIELD OF CARROT DEPENDING ON THE WETTING OF SEEDS BY SOLUTIONS OF GROWTH REGULATORS AND TRACE ELEMENTS. We have investigated the influence of growth regulators and trace elements on sowing features of carrot seeds, the morphological and biological characteristics, the duration of phenological stages, chemistry. It was established that preparations «Rostok» and «Emistin» are increasing the germina-

P. 156. Smirnova I.V. DEVELOPMENT OF THE ECOLOGICAL NETWORK OF KHAKASSIA REPUBLIC ON THE EXAMPLE OF THE SHIRA AREA. Khakassia is situated in the south of the Middle Siberia, in the center of the Altai-Sayan moun-

P. 155. Lisovskiy A.F., Kazakova N.A. FORMATION AND MAINTENANCE OF UNIVERSITY FEMALE STUDENTS’ PHYSI-

P. 154. Gusev A.A. THE FUSION OF GROWTH REGULATORS AND TRACE ELEMENTS WITH THE INTENDED OBJECTS AND THEIR USE IN AGROTECHNOLOGY. The processes of absorption and retention of the growth regulators and trace elements by the intended objects have been investigated. The dependence of yield and the quality of the intended object on the usage of the growth regulators and trace ele-

P. 153. Lebedeva O.A. SENSE OF A LANGUAGE AS A COMPONENT OF COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE (CORRELATION OF NOTIONS). As a part of Ph.D. thesis this article is about forming sense of a language for foreign students and it points out the problem of correlation of sense of a language and communicative competence. The main methods of studying these notions, their definitions and points of intersection during their forming and improving are presented in the article.
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